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Project Background
Project Location
The abandoned Priority 2 (P2) refuse dangerous pile
embankment (DPE) and P2 surface burning (SB)
condition was located within the small Town of
Mather, Morgan Township, Greene County,
Pennsylvania. The 70-acre refuse DPE area was
crammed in between the southern limits of the
company town and the South Fork Tenmile Creek
(see Figure 1 right). From Interstate 79, Mather is
located approximately 55 miles south of Pittsburgh
and 30 miles north of Morgantown, WV. The
United States 2010 Census population count of
Mather was 737 residents.

Figure 1 – Site Inventory Base Map

Mining History
During the coal mining boom of the early 1900s, the Town of Mather rose up in 1917 solely as a coal mining
company town that grew to support the Mather Collieries No. 1 underground mine operated by Picklands
Mather & Company. The company employed over 613 men, supported by their own company general store,
church, theatre, post office, drug store, school (up to 8th grade), marching band, baseball, football and field
hockey teams. The Pittsburgh Coal Seam that was up to six and one-half feet thick was removed from beneath
the town and transported by rail to the Picklands Mather & Company’s coke ovens located in Toledo, Cleveland
and Canton, Ohio. There were three 350 feet deep shafts of the mine that were used to hoist coal, men and
supplies along with ventilating the mine. In addition to the shafts, there were up to 12 mining structures that
supported the mining operation from crushing to washing the coal. The mine operated for 47 years from 1917
to 1964 which resulted in creating a 6.4 million ton refuse DPE that measured 1,000 feet wide by 3,000 feet
long and over 220 feet high above the town and the South Fork Tenmile Creek.
On May 19, 1928, a gas and dust explosion in the Mather
Collieries No. 1 underground mine killed 195 miners. It
was one of the worst coal mine disasters of all time. The
tragedy happened at 4:07 p.m. during a shift change. There
were 270 men in the mine at the time of which 75 men
escaped, 193 men perished due to the immediate devastation
of the explosion and two men later died in the hospital after
being rescued. The explosion was caused by a pocket of gas
ignited by an arc from an electric underground locomotive.
The explosive flame traveled over an estimated 8,500 feet in
the underground mine. A monument commemorating the
lives of the miners (see Figure 2 right) is on display in the
center of town on the front lawn of the Mather Christian
Church. In addition to the memorial, an internet web page
providing additional details of the perished miners can be
found at:
http://patheoldminer.rootsweb.ancestry.com/gremather1.html.
Waynesburg University also developed a YouTube video
honoring the town, titled “Remembering Mather,” that can
be found on the internet at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GA5-nQvohPI.

Figure 2 – Mather Miners Memorial
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Description of AML Problems
The P2 abandoned refuse DPE in Mather measured over 70 acres once the underground mine closed in 1964. In
addition to the P2 abandoned refuse DPE, over 12 mine structures and three mine shafts were left abandoned.
Over time, the mine openings were filled in and the structures were demolished. During the late 1980s, portions
of the pile began to catch on fire, which created a P2 abandoned SB condition that measured up to 15 acres
within the original 70-acre DPE. The SB condition resulted in portions of the DPE emitting gasses and the
formation of burnout coal, known as red dog. For decades, the presence of the eroding unstable DPE and coal
burning fumes/smog of the SB condition have negatively impacted the public health, safety and air quality of
over 15 residential structures located within 500 feet of the site. Intense site visitation was evident by the
existence of foot paths and all-terrain vehicle (ATV) trails scattered throughout the DPE.
Located along a 3,000 foot perimeter stream segment of the South Fork Tenmile Creek, extremely dangerous
eroded gorges (up to 25 feet deep) had conveyed highly acidic refuse deposits into the watercourse.
Precipitation-induced runoff from the DPE has periodically severely degraded downstream segments of the
South Fork Tenmile Creek. The Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission (PFBC) documented a number of
fish kills that occurred following storm events in instances where the upstream flow was not sufficient to dilute
the influx of highly acidic metal laden runoff from the DPE.
Innovative Use of Current Technology
Efforts to determine the most feasible method to establish vegetation on the refuse DPE and to address the SB
were undertaken. Previous regrading and revegetation projects were attempted by the property owner, the
Greene County Industrial Development Authority (GCIDA), which proved to be ineffective with poor soil
covering material and ineffective grading/benching techniques. The most favorable consequence of the past
projects was that the refuse pile was lowered by 30 to 100 feet from its original height. An additional past
testing project conducted by the Alcoa Company at the site was one that utilized bauxite residue experimental
soil substitute on several small test plots. Bauxite residue, also known as “red mud,” is a highly alkaline
by-product of the alumina refining process. Good vegetation was established on these test plots; however, upon
evaluation, to cover the entire refuse pile including the steep slopes was determined to be cost prohibitive.
Within Greene County, the Pennsylvania
Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources (PA DCNR), was considering a
soil sediment excavation project at Duke
Lake located within Ryerson Station State
Park. Duke Lake was dewatered several
years prior and is located approximately
28 miles southwest from Mather. The soil
sediment had been previously tested, which
resulted in a clean fill designation of the
material. A soil classification survey was
completed and the material was classified as
a Medium Brown Elastic Silt. PA DCNR
was planning to remove 450,000 cubic yards
(C.Y.) of the certified soil sediment material
Figure 3 – Duke Lake Certified Soil Sediment Material
(see Figure 3 right) to re-establish the lake’s
hydraulic storage capacity for a proposed dam rehabilitation project. The Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection, Bureau of Abandoned Mine Reclamation (PA DEP-BAMR) met with PA DCNR to
discuss the logistics and partnering effort to possibly have the certified soil sediment material hauled to the
Mather P2 abandoned refuse DPE site to be used a soil covering material. PA DCNR had been trying to
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develop a disposal site for their certified soil sediment material. Because of numerous environmental issues,
finding a permissible disposal site for the amount of material they planned to move became a daunting task.
Furthermore, agronomic and engineering analysis of the dredge material indicated that it would be ideal for use
as a capping and growth medium. A solution to both PA DEP-BAMR and PA DCNR began to develop into a
realistic outcome for both parties. PA DEP-BAMR was confident the excavated soil sediment material would
be a superior soil covering material on top and on the steep side slopes of the Mather P2 abandoned refuse DPE.
PA DCNR needed to obtain a United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) permit for their disposal site.
PA DEP-BAMR, PA DCNR and the USACE, Pittsburgh District, worked together to meet all permit
requirements, and a resolution was reached. PA DEP-BAMR proposed to financially supplement up to
$2,000,000 of PA DCNR’s inherent cost to haul the certified soil sediment material 28 miles to Mather.
Details of the executed memorandum of agreement (MOA) were that PA DEP-BAMR would supplement and
partner with PA DCNR for transportation costs up to $2,000,000 for hauling the excavated soil sediment
material to the Mather site for use as a soil covering material. To verify that all the excavated soil sediment
material from Duke Lake was taken to Mather, scales were placed at both locations. PA DEP-BAMR had to
coordinate with PA DCNR’s construction timeline, so an expedited design, bid and executed contract for
PA DEP-BAMR’s project to reclaim the Mather P2 abandoned refuse DPE and SB needed completed.
Additionally, state funding was available to PA DEP-BAMR for the project, but only if a contract was executed
prior to the end of the state’s fiscal year, June 30, 2014. PA DEP-BAMR was able to meet their deadlines to
coordinate with PA DCNR and to encumber the available state funding.
PA DCNR’s original scope of work included the excavation of 450,000 C.Y. of soil sediment. PA DEPBAMR’s project was designed to accept 225,000 C.Y. to be used as a soil covering material. PA DCNR
received higher bids than expected, thus jeopardizing their project. They redefined their scope to excavate
250,000 C.Y. and rebid their project. Acceptable bids were received and PA DCNR’s contract was awarded.
At the same time, PA DEP-BAMR’s contract was revised to accept the larger volume (250,000 C.Y.) of
excavated soil sediment material to be used as soil covering material on the Mather P2 abandoned refuse DPE
and SB site.
Difficulty of Achieving Reclamation Under
Existing Conditions
Special and Unique Considerations
Since 2001, numerous efforts to remediate the
Mather P2 abandoned refuse DPE and SB site
had been undertaken. Progress was made
with each project, but each one fell short of
fully reclaiming the site to a finished usable
condition. The state of the site when
PA DEP-BAMR first began involvement
found the top of the pile relatively flat and
barren. The pile had steep slopes and terrace
benches around the sloped perimeter (see
Figure 4 right). A current site evaluation was
Figure 4 – Mather Typical Eroded Refuse DPE Gorge
conducted by PA DEP-BAMR to assess the
results of the past work and to define current
design considerations. Of these considerations, the most prominent was sparse to no vegetation over the
majority of the refuse pile causing severe erosion gorges and surface drainage problems along the perimeter side
slopes. The lack of vegetation coupled with dangerous undercut banks along South Fork Tenmile Creek
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produced instant acid mine drainage and refuse sediment flowing directly into the watercourse during every
precipitation event. There was also lingering effects of the ongoing refuse SB fire condition.
On-Site Difficulty of the Project
Without proper vegetative cover the accelerated erosion, surface drainage problems and undercut embankments
creating the potential for pollution to South Fork Tenmile Creek could not be addressed. Determining a cost
effective remediation effort to control the effects of the refuse SB fire also needed to be addressed. The side
slopes of the refuse pile were extremely steep and eroded, making any on-site grading difficult and dangerous.
Since 2006, existing terrace benches on the side slopes, which were constructed to control runoff, were
improperly designed and had breached as sediment deposition occurred. In addition, during the early spring of
2015, the soil covering material that was transported from Duke Lake to Mather arrived overly saturated. The
Mather DPE reclamation contractor was forced to exhaust an unforeseen amount of man-hours to temporally
spread the soil covering material to dry it out as much as possible. After drying, the material was more
workable for contour grading and covering purposes. Once the summer of 2015 arrived, the moisture content of
the soil covering material improved to ideal workable conditions.
Project Start and Completion Dates and
Construction Costs
Previous reclamation and recovery projects
of the Mather P2 abandoned refuse DPE and
SB site were performed between 2001 and
2006. The effects resulted in a reduced pile
height; however, the presence of steep,
unvegetated highly-erodible slopes and
burned-out areas of the previously vegetated
landscaping dominated the surface of the
refuse DPE. GCIDA continued to apply for
additional project funding but began to lose
hope after years of not being able to secure
the appropriate grant funds, due in part to the
slow economy. PA DEP-BAMR’s office
was contacted in 2012 to further re-evaluate
possible reclamation options of the refuse
DPE. The design for PA DEP-BAMR’s
Figure 5 – Mather Ground Breaking Ceremony
reclamation plan started in September 2013.
A MOA with PA DCNR for the transportation of the excavated soil sediment material was developed in
November 2013. A final design package was developed and PA DEP-BAMR’s contract was issued for bidding
in March 2014. The low bid received for PA DEP-BAMR’s contract was $1,592,773. A ground breaking and
project kickoff was held in August 2014 (see Figure 5 above). The project was completed and seeded and
mulched by November 2015. PA DEP-BAMR’s contract used $1,099,000 of state funding through the
Pennsylvania Growing Greener (PA-GG) Grant Program and $450,233 of Pennsylvania’s abandoned mine land
(AML) grant funds. The MOA for the excavated soil sediment material utilized $6,032,500 from PA DCNR’s
state funding and $2,000,000 from PA DEP-BAMR’s AML grant fund for transporting the excavated soil
sediment material from Duke Lake at Ryerson Station State Park to Mather.
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Name of the Organizations Responsible for the Reclamation, Including Contractors
A distinctive aspect of the Mather P2 abandoned refuse DPE and SB reclamation project was the number of
partners involved. Partners included federal, state, and local government agencies and two private contractors.
The organizations were: PA DEP-BAMR; PA DCNR-Bureau of Facility Design and Construction; USACE,
Pittsburgh District; U.S. Department of Interior, Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement
(OSMRE); Morgan Township Board of Supervisors; GCIDA; Tim Solobay, former Pennsylvania State Senator,
46th Legislative District; and Pam Snyder, current Pennsylvania State House Representative, 50th Legislative
District. PA DEP-BAMR’s contractor was Berner Construction, Inc., of Gap, PA, while PA DCNR’s
contractor that transported the excavated soil sediment material from Duke Lake at Ryerson Station State Park
to Mather was Alex E. Paris Contracting Inc., of Atlasburg, PA.
On-Site Effectiveness
Effective/Innovative Use of Technology
A grading plan was developed to address all the hazardous components existing at the Mather P2 abandoned
refuse DPE and SB site. The grading plan included constructing an access road to offload, stockpile and decant
the excavated soil sediment material as it was received. Plan elements included: restructuring the terrace
benches to remove excess sediment and better distribute surface runoff from the side slopes of the refuse pile,
reconfiguring the undercut refuse along South Fork Tenmile Creek by removing and redistributing this material
elsewhere on site and constructing new stream bank stabilization utilizing rock riprap in its place. All of the
existing erosion gorges/scars were also addressed in the grading plan. The reclamation contract addressed the
coordination of receiving the excavated soil sediment material at the Mather site by including a scale house for
all the receiving trucks. Specifications included the requirement for PA DEP-BAMR’s contractor to have
equipment and personnel on site when receiving the excavated soil sediment material. The contractor had to
also develop of a portion of the refuse DPE to stockpile and decant the excavated soil sediment material. Once
on site and workable, the excavated soil sediment material needed to be distributed over the entire regraded
refuse DPE area in a timely manner so as not to allow any further erosion to occur on the DPE. A minimum of
two feet of soil was specified to ensure proper rooting depth for vegetation. By capping the refuse DPE, the SB
fire condition would be starved of oxygen and over time will be extinguished, eliminating the dangerous gasses
emanating from the refuse. A seed mixture of orchard grass, timothy, white dutch clover, crimson clover,
birdsfoot trefoil and ryegrass was specified for permanent establishment of a vegetative cover. The major work
items included for the Mather P2 abandoned refuse DPE and SB reclamation project were as follows:
mobilization and demobilization; implementation of the erosion and sediment pollution control plan; five acres
of bench re-establishment; 26.5 acres of selective grading; 42,000 C.Y. of refuse grading; access road
construction; coordination for receiving, stockpiling, decanting, redistributing and placement of excavated soil
sediment material; channel construction; 7,700 C.Y. of rock riprap placement; and 48 acres of seeding and
mulching.
Landscape Conforms to the Natural Environment
Mather’s conception as a small town supported solely by the development of a mining company town was such
that when the northern residential part of town was developed, the Picklands Mather Company completely
controlled the access and use of the 70-acre southern stream front property for industrial purposes only. For
decades after the underground mining industry’s absence, the town struggled with its identity without an
industry that supported the inhabitants of the town. For over 50 years, the 70-acre refuse DPE had dominated
150 feet high above the southern end landscape of the town. The newly reclaimed 70 acres of the Mather refuse
DPE and SB condition can now be used to support a recreational option that the inhabitants of the town had
never had before. The reclaimed southern landscape of the town now promotes a “small town” quality of life
with the experience a large multi-use recreational park facility for the town and for the residents of Greene
County.
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Elimination of Significant Health and Safety Problems
The Town of Mather is made up over 700 residents. The refuse pile area was considered a major health and
safety concern due to the close proximity of over 15 structures located within 500 feet of pile. The current
property owner, GCIDA, had multiple occurrences of unauthorized site visitation at the property. They had to
have a security guard posted on site to discourage trespassers that would access the pile to ride ATVs and to
congregate on top of the pile. The P2 abandoned refuse DPE measured over 70 acres once the underground
mine closed in 1964. During the late 1980s, portions of the pile began to catch on fire which created a P2
surface burning (SB) condition that measured up to 15 acres within the original 70-acre DPE. In addition to the
SB fumes, 25 to 30 foot deep eroded gorges that were scattered throughout the DPE had created a dangerous
highwall effect, in which trespassers could fall and become injured and stranded. Also, during rainfall events,
large amounts of refuse and highly acidic iron and aluminum laden runoff would pollute the South Fork
Tenmile Creek impacting aquatic organisms and reducing the watercourse’s hydraulic flood capacity. Now
with the pile regraded to a permanent stable condition, with over two feet of soil covering material that is
abundant with vegetation, the pile is not a hazard and can be developed for economic and recreation uses. The
SB condition has been quashed and the adjacent South Fork Tenmile Creek is no longer being contaminated
with acid runoff. The hydraulic capacity of the floodway has been restored to accommodate high flow volume
events without the risk of any refuse slides being deposited within the watercourse.
Funding

PA DEP-BAMR Mather Reclamation Contract and
PA DCNR Duke Lake Soil Sediment Excavation Project
Description
Cost
Percent AML State
AML Funds used at Mather
$450,233
4.7%
State Funds used at Mather
$1,099,000 11.5%
25.6% 74.4%
AML Funds used at Duke Lake $2,000,000 20.9%
State Funds used at Duke Lake $6,032,500 62.9%

Year
Effective Use of Funds
As shown in the figure (see Figure 2014 - 2015
2014 - 2015
6 right) 74.4 percent of the total
project cost was shared by
2014 - 2015
non-Title IV Pennsylvania State
2014 - 2015
funds for the final reclamation
contract that finished the pile in
2014 - 2015 Total Funds to Reclaim Mather $9,581,733
100%
2015. Clearly the partnership and
Figure 6 – Funding Summary Table for Mather and Duke Lake
comprehensive approach yielded
significant savings in which only 25.6 percent of the total project was funded by OSMRE Title IV funds. The
addition of other entities, including federal and state partners, has resulted in conveying not only additional
funding but more importantly, additional technical capacities to the project. The grading cost of the pile was
very manageable to determine. Estimating the cost of the soil covering material was much more difficult to
determine along with the fact that it was the most expensive item of the project. The major cost savings of the
project was that over 62.9 percent of the total project was funded by PA DCNR to transport the 250,000 C.Y. of
soil capping material, at $8/C.Y., from Ryerson Station State Park to the Mather pile. PA DEP-BAMR
dedicated 20.9 percent of AML grant funds to assist PA DCNR’s effort to have their contractor perform the
task.

Leveraging – Use of Partners for Funding or Technology
The major expense of the Mather P2 abandoned refuse DPE and SB reclamation project was in obtaining and
transporting soil covering material. Preliminary cost estimates proved that purchasing topsoil was cost
prohibitive. In addition, another option was to transport Alcoa alkaline bauxite residue material to Mather from
the state of Arkansas. This option was considered experimental and the material transportation was cost
prohibitive. At the same time, PA DCNR’s Duke Lake at Ryerson Station State Park, located only 28 miles
southwest of Mather, was required to undergo a major soil sediment removal project. In order to restore the
hydraulic storage capacity of the lake, the soil sediment material needed to be removed to support a proposed
reconstruction project of the dam structure. Over 250,000 C.Y. of soil covering material from PA DCNR’s
Duke Lake project was transported to Mather through a MOA between PA DEP-BAMR and PA DCNR.
PA DEP-BAMR’s low bid contractor of the Mather P2 abandoned refuse DPE and SB reclamation project was
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Berner Construction, Inc. PA DCNR’s low bid contractor of the Duke Lake Soil Sediment Excavation Project
was Alex E. Paris Contracting, Inc. PA State funds in the amount of $6,032,500 (62.9 percent of the total
project cost) were paid to Alex Paris Contracting, Inc. by PA DCNR to transport the superior soil coverage
material to Mather. PA DEP-BAMR funded $2,000,000 of AML grant funds (20.9 percent of the total project
cost) towards PA DCNR’s transportation costs to move the soil covering material from Duke Lake to Mather.
This unique partnering effort of disposing certified soil sediment material to be used as a superior soil covering
material of acidic mine refuse has initiated other similar partnering projects between PA DEP-BAMR and PA
DCNR. The two agencies have already entered into another partnering agreement for Sandy Run, Problem
Area 3875, a dangerous highwall reclamation project located in Leidy Township, Clinton County,
Pennsylvania. The dangerous highwall has been recently reclaimed by a PA DEP-BAMR contractor, while
providing a temporary seeding mix. PA DCNR’s contractor will complete the reclamation project by placing,
seeding and mulching certified soil sediment material from the nearby George B. Stevenson Dam at PA
DCNR’s Sinnemahoning State Park, Cameron County, Pennsylvania. The site will also be planted with tree
seedlings utilizing the Forestry Reclamation Approach (FRA) tree planting method.
Benefits to the Community
Community Support for the Project
Since the Town of Mather was established in the early 1900s, the identity of the town had been linked to the
mining activities that began in 1917. Up until the year 2000, generations of families only knew the presence of
abandoned mine buildings, shafts and the 220 foot high refuse DPE that they could not see over or around. The
residents of the town were forced to accept that living with the DPE was their way of life. But after 2000, the
residents of Mather, GCIDA and the Morgan Township Board of Supervisors were determined to reclaim the
refuse DPE and SB condition. Members of the community wanted the site reclaimed to support athletic and
recreational activities for the residents of Mather and for the entire county as well. Since 2000, GCIDA has had
routine meetings with the general public with the specific purpose of discussing the reclamation and the
redevelopment of the property as illustrated in the following internet link:
http://www.co.greene.pa.us/secured/gc2/depts/ed/gcida/mather.htm. Dr. Janet Paladino, Associate Professor of
Environmental Science at Waynesburg University, has taken her Environmental Science lab students to the
Mather DPE for the past 10 years. The site visits are a valuable lesson in environmental damage due to
pre-1977 coal mining practices and the importance of remediation and restoration. The reclaimed refuse DPE is
a valuable asset to Waynesburg University’s curriculum. The lab also includes stream testing of the South Fork
Tenmile Creek upstream and downstream of the DPE.
Long-Term Benefits to the Community
During the August 2014 ground breaking
ceremony of the project, PA DEP Executive
Deputy Secretary John Stefanko (see Figure 7
right) addressed the community of Mather. He
reported that once PA DEP-BAMR completes
the P2 abandoned refuse DPE and SB
reclamation project, GCIDA will then
redevelop the property into a multifunctional
greenspace area to accommodate recreational
activities. As shown in Figure 7, GCIDA has
conceptual plans to develop walking trails,
soccer fields, baseball fields and plenty of
space for designated picnic areas. Now that the
70-acre AML site has been reclaimed as usable
real estate for land development, the sky is the

Figure 7 – John Stefanko and Proposed Site Rendering
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limit for the residents of Mather, Greene County and visitors to enjoy. The long-term recreational benefits of
the reclaimed area will boost the local economy that will be utilized to support the future use of the property.
Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA)
Exceeds the Spirit and Intent of SMCRA
Reclaiming the P2 abandoned refuse DPE and SB condition in Mather not only exceeds the spirit and intent of
SMCRA, it truly defines SMCRA. Once the underground mine closed in 1964, over 12 mine structures,
three mine shafts and over 70 acres of DPE dominated the southern landscape on the town. During the late
1980s, portions of the pile began to catch on fire creating a P2 abandoned SB condition that measured up to
15 acres within the original 70-acre DPE. There are over 180 homes located in Mather. Fifteen of the closest
homes are located within 500 feet of the pile. The close proximity of the residential structures promoted intense
unauthorized site visitation to the DPE. Trespassing of the DPE became so extremely severe that GCIDA
posted a security guard to discourage access of the AML site. The eroding, unstable DPE coupled with the coal
burning fumes/smog of the SB condition negatively impacted the public health, safety and air quality of the
residents for decades. The mine openings were filled in and the structures were demolished as time passed
away. Through the PA-GG Grant Program, previous reclamation and recovery projects on portions of the
abandoned refuse DPE were performed between 2001 and 2006. The effects resulted in a reduced pile height;
however, the presence of steep, unvegetated, highly erodible slopes and burned-out areas of the previously
vegetated landscape dominated the surface of the refuse DPE. The result of the recent PA DEP-BAMR
reclamation contract transformed a useless 70-acre refuse pile area into usable property for recreational
purposes. The reclaimed DPE area and suppressed SB condition has improved the social and economic
opportunities of the residents of Mather. Financially, the reclaimed DPE area will generate additional revenue
for goods and services that are essential to support tourism and the redeveloped recreational use of the property.
The reclamation of the pile is a general welfare and social economic success story of an AML site that had
negatively impacted the community since the Mather Collieries No. 1 underground mine closed in 1964.
Increased Public Awareness of SMCRA
The tragic death of 195 miners in 1928 was the beginning of devastating impacts that pre-1977 mining practices
imposed onto towns like Mather and all others across the United States. People that were raised in
southwestern Pennsylvania have been desensitized to the extremely dangerous effects of abandoned mine lands.
However, starting in late the 1990s the residents of Mather and local governmental leaders gained valuable
knowledge of the United States’ AML program. Starting in 2001, with the aid of the PA-GG Grant Program
that shared eligible AML funds, the shape of the pile began to change. At that point, community and local
governmental leaders began to understand the potential funding power that SMCRA could offer. The GCIDA
had made over five PA-GG grant applications that utilized a percentage of Title IV funds. GCIDA was
awarded only two of the five PA-GG grant submissions. The well-intended PA-GG grant applications led to the
final reclamation contract performed by PA DEP-BAMR in regrading and placing the most optimal soil capping
material from the PA DCNR, Ryerson Station State Park, Duke Lake Soil Sediment Excavation Project.
Numerous media sources had reported on the reclamation process that educated the public of the capabilities of
SMCRA from 2001 up until last year. The following web links illustrate samples of the media coverage on the
final reclamation contract performed by PA DEP-BAMR:
1 - http://www.observer-reporter.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20140807/news02/140809588
2 - http://m.heraldstandard.com/gcm/news/local_news/ceremony-marks-progress-for-mather-gobpile/article_d3e8abc0-5415-5e50-8a6a-a93b90c0c55a.html?mode=jqm
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Transferability to Other AML Projects
The application of using certified lake
sediment material on the Mather refuse
DPE and SB condition has also initiated
another abandoned mine reclamation
project on PA DCNR property, located in
Leidy Township, Clinton County,
Pennsylvania. The recently completed
Sandy Run dangerous highwall reclamation
project, Problem Area 3875, will receive
excavated soil capping material from
PA DCNR’s George P. Stevens Dam for the
final grading and optimum revegetation.
The reclamation success of the Mather pile
Figure 8 – Ehrenfeld Refuse DPE Project Article
has also spread just a short distance of
ten miles north up along PA State Route 88 to the Town of Fredericktown, PA. In Fredericktown, Black Dog
Hollow, which is inventoried as Problem Area 0618, is another refuse DPE that is 45 acres large and is
scheduled for PA DEP-BAMR design. The necessary reclamation of the Fredericktown refuse DPE is
documented in the National Public News Radio article found on the internet web page:
http://www.alleghenyfront.org/episode-for-january-15-2016/. Local government leaders and over 400 residents
are eagerly waiting to see SMCRA go to work in Fredericktown. PA DEP-BAMR has three other large P2
dangerous refuse pile reclamation projects in varying stages of development, design and construction. Just this
past February 2016, PA DEP-BAMR awarded a $13.4 million contract to completely excavate the Ehrenfeld
refuse DPE and dispose of it in a permitted facility. Ehrenfeld, PA, is another small company town in western
Pennsylvania located eight miles northeast of historic Johnstown, Cambria County, PA. A front page
newspaper story is illustrated (see Figure 8 above) and accessible on the internet at:
http://www.tribdem.com/news/m-project-will-remove-ehrenfeld-waste-coal-pile-providework/article_6b7a0718-e4e8-11e5-83bf-7778112122d7.html.
Summary/Conclusion
The reclamation of the Mather refuse DPE and SB condition addressed a variety of AML problems posing both
a threat to public health and safety as well as causing significant environmental degradation to the South Fork of
Tenmile Creek. Partnerships with PA DCNR, GCIDA, OSMRE and other state and local officials facilitated
the completion of the project. The positive health, safety and environmental impacts were magnified since the
project site was highly accessible and frequented being located adjacent to the Town of Mather. The
reclamation project also directly improved the general welfare and social economic hardships that the coal
industry left on the small company town that it produced. Over 700 residents of Mather and visitors will be
able to enjoy the planned recreational redeveloped use of the property. The resultant reclamation of the Mather
refuse DPE and SB condition provides an outstanding example of what can and is being accomplished through
the AML Program here in Pennsylvania and throughout the country.
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Before, During and After Photographs

Mather Shaft (circa 1930s)

Mather, PA – Company Town (circa 1910s)

Mather Shaft Detail
(circa 1910s)

Mather, PA – Shaft and Refuse Pile in Background (circa 1910s)
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Before, During and After Photographs

Article (unknown date)

Press Coverage of Mine Disaster (5/21/1928)

White Ambulance for the Victims (5/21/1928)
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Before, During and After Photographs

Before Construction (2014)
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Before, During and After Photographs

Before Construction (2014)
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Before, During and After Photographs

During Construction (2015)
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Before, During and After Photographs

During Construction (2015)
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Before, During and After Photographs

After Construction (4/13/2016)
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Before, During and After Photographs

After Construction (4/13/2016)
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Before, During and After Photographs

After Construction (4/13/2016)
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Before, During and After Photographs

After Construction (4/13/2016)
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